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HELLO! WE'RE LOOKING FOR
FOREVER HOMES!

Interested to meet any of us? Drop an
email to rehabdogs@spca.org.sg
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I am...
A quick learner but can be somewhat shy so please give me some time to warm up to
you! I have been praised for being smart as I pick up new skills very quickly. I am
willing to learn, if you would just teach and guide me! I love going for walks and
exploring but I don't particularly enjoy cuddles and being with other pets. Fret not, if
you give me enough time and love, I will learn to adapt. I also have a very keen
sense of smell so remember to hide your treats well!

I'm most suited to...
A patient family without any other pets. While I take to humans well, I can be wary of
other animals. The good news is that I can still go on walks without being distracted
by other dogs if they are a distance away, but please help me avoid them if possible!

HDB APPROVED (UNDER PROJECT ADORE)

Harpy
Female, Sterilised
Singapore Special
5
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I am...
A gentle and sweet boy that will warm your heart once you get to know me! I enjoy going
on long quiet walks and exploring the outdoors at my own pace! When I first arrived at the
Centre, I was wary and cautious of many things. However, with the help of my paw friends
here, I started to feel more confident and secure. Although I still struggle being around
unfamiliar people, places, and situations; with enough time and encouragement, I know I
will be able to gain the confidence I need to overcome my fears! My joys in life include
rolling around in grass and socialising with other dogs; although dogs that are too energetic
or larger in size can be too overwhelming for me at times.

I'm most suited to...
A patient and understanding family that will help me work through my fears and build up
my confidence around unfamiliar people and environments. It would also be great if my
future family can continue my cooperative care training so that I can be comfortable when
being handled by the vet or the groomer.

Zorro
Male, Sterilised
Singapore Special
1.5
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I am...

I'm most suited to...

An intelligent and energetic girl who loves attention and is eager to please. I am
always down for an adventure and will happily explore new places with you. I might
bark at unfamiliar faces but I warm up quickly and can be quite affectionate if you
greet me nicely. My love for food allows me to pick up new tricks rather quickly. I can
sit, paw, hi-10 and kiss, just to name a few! On a leash, I tend to pull only because I
am excited to meet and play with other paw friends. At the centre, I get along with
most dogs and I’m great at bringing the shy ones out of their shells.

Families who are energetic and love exploring the great outdoors. It would be great if
my new family can continue my education in vet handling, meeting strangers and
visiting new places.

Eve
Female, Sterilised
Singapore Special
4
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I am...
A super playful and affectionate dog who will brighten up your day with my lovely
smile. While I can be very energetic for my age, I'm happy to spend lots of cuddle
time with my favourite people!

I used to be insecure and impulsive around people at the shelter, but now I am much
more comfortable and calm. Strangers still scare me though, and I may bark/growl to
communicate that I need some space. However, I do warm up quickly to those that
greet me politely! I don't like other dogs much but I'm ok if they ignore me.

I'm most suited to...

Rocky
Male, Sterilised
Singapore Special
8
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An all-adult household with no other pets. It would be great if my future family could
continue my education in muzzle training, vet handling and meeting strangers so I
can become more confident and comfortable!
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